Capillary condensation between the electrodes of microswitches influences the effective pull-in voltage in a manner that depends on the contact angle of the capillary meniscus and the presence of plate surface roughness. Indeed, surface roughening is shown to have a stronger influence on the pull-in potential for relatively small contact angles with respect to that of a flat surface when capillary condensation takes place. For long wavelength roughness ratios w / Ӷ 1 with w the rms roughness amplitude and the in-plane correlation length, the pull-in voltage increases with increasing theoretical contact angle 0 for flat surfaces. With decreasing correlation length ͑increasing roughness͒, the pull-in potential decreases faster for smaller contact angles 0 In addition, with decreasing roughness exponent H ͑0 Ͻ H Ͻ 1͒, which characterizes short wavelength roughness fluctuation at short length scales ͑Ͻ͒, the pull-in potential shows a steeper decrease with decreasing correlation length . Finally, with increasing relative humidity, the sensitivity of the pull-in voltage at small correlation lengths attenuates significantly with increasing contact angle 0 .
I. INTRODUCTION
The architecture of a diverse variety of microelectromechanical systems/nanoelectromechanical systems ͑MEMSs/ NEMSs͒ requires the use of microswitches as an essential operation component. 1- 14 A typical microswitch is constructed from two conducting electrodes, where one electrode is usually able to move but still remains suspended by a mechanical spring. By applying a voltage difference between the two electrodes, the mobile electrode moves towards the ground electrode due to the electrostatic force. However, at a certain voltage the mobile electrode becomes unstable and collapses or pulls in onto the fixed ground electrode. 3, 4 Besides, pull-in instabilities problems, residual plate stress, and fringing fields influence the operation and failure of microswitches and should be carefully taken into consideration. 5, 6 Furthermore, when the proximity between the plates of switches becomes of the order of nanometers up to a few microns, a regime is entered where forces that are quantum mechanical in nature, namely, van der Waals ͑vdW͒ and Casimir forces, become operative. [15] [16] [17] [18] The latter may also be responsible for stiction by causing mechanical elements in close proximity to adhere together, and therefore change the actuation dynamics of switches. 9 In fact, the Casimir force has been considered to be an exotic quantum phenomenon that results from the perturbation of zero point vacuum fluctuations by the presence of conducting plates. [15] [16] [17] [18] Because of its relatively short range ͑dominant over vdW at separations Ͼ50 nm͒, it is now starting to attract technological importance for the design and operation of MEMSs/NEMSs. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Recent studies for switches with rough plates have shown that random self-affine roughness, which often occurs during nonequilibrium film deposition, strongly influences pull-in parameters and phase maps of microswitches in the presence of electrostatic, Casimir, and capillary forces. 18, 19 Furthermore, MEMSs/NEMSs are fabricated on silicon substrates by deposition and selective etching of multiple layers of structural and sacrificial films. 14 If the resulting surface is hydrophilic, a capillary force develops when the microstructures are pulled out of water or when two surfaces approach each other in humid environments causing adhesion between components. Drying techniques can eliminate release-related adhesion, but they cannot prevent the in-use adhesion where liquids condense from vapor into small cracks and pores in a phenomenon known as capillary condensation. 14, 16 Recently, we studied the influence of capillary forces in combination with electrostatic and quantum vacuum generated forces on the pull-in voltage of microswitches having self-affine rough surfaces. 19 It was shown that the attractive capillary force decreases more the effective electrostatic pull-in voltage when the plate surfaces are rougher. The latter corresponds to smaller roughness exponents H ͑0 Ͻ H Ͻ 1, which characterize short wavelength roughness͒ and/or larger long wavelength roughness ratios w / with w the root-mean-square ͑rms͒ roughness amplitude and the in-plane correlation length. 19 Therefore, since capillary forces can strongly influence the operation of microswitches, the influence of the capillary meniscus contact angle on the pull-in potential will be further investigated. Indeed, up to now we have not presented any detailed investigation of the influence of the contact angle on pull-in characteristics for rough plate surfaces. This will be the focus in the present work where the elastic restoring force of the moving switch plate will be counterbalanced by capillary, Casimir, and electrostatic forces.
II. PULL-IN VOLTAGE OF MICROSWITCHES WITH PARALLEL ROUGH PLATES
We consider a parallel plate configuration where the electrostatic, Casimir, and capillary forces ͑denoted, respectively, as F e , F Cas , and F cap ͒ are pulling the plates together and opposing the elastic restoring force F k ͑Fig. 1͒. The initial plate average distance is d, the average flat surface plate area is A f , the plate spring constant is k and its mass m, the applied voltage in between the plates is V, and the electrical permittivity of the condensed liquid is . We also assume the same roughness for both plates, which is characterized by single valued random roughness fluctuations h͑R͒ of the inplane position R = ͑x , y͒.
If we consider the second law of Newton to describe the plate motion, m͑d 2 r / dt 2 ͒ = ͉F k ͉ − ͉F e ͉ − ͉F Cas ͉ − ͉F cap ͉, and assume the conditions ͉F k ͉ − ͉F e ͉ − ͉F Cas ͉ − ͉F cap ͉ = 0 and d͉͑F k ͉ − ͉F el ͉ − ͉F Cas ͉ − ͉F cap ͉͒ / du =0 ͑and setting u = r / d and 0 Ͻ u Ͻ 1͒, we obtain the pull-in potential V PI , 19, 20 
slope. 21 We also have the definitions 19,22
and for the contact angle on a rough surface we have 19, 25 
͑4͒
In Eqs. ͑2͒-͑4͒, Ͻ͉h͑q͉͒ 2 Ͼ is the roughness spectrum, and Q c = / a 0 with a 0 a lower roughness cutoff of atomic dimensions. In Eq. ͑4͒ 0 is the theoretical contact angle on a flat surface which is given by Young's law. 26 The factor C r in Eq. ͑2͒ arises from the roughness correction to the Casimir force taking into account finite conductivity corrections, which are based on power law approximations for wave vectors q Ͼ 10 −3 . 22 For shorter wave vectors, where the scattering is weak, the roughness spectrum approaches the asymptotic limit Ͻ͉h͑q͉͒ 2 Ͼ Ϸ͑2͒w 2 2 for q Ӷ 1 contributing less than the power law approximations as we approach the limit q → 0. F T is the temperature correction to the Casimir force as a multiplying factor. 23 Indeed, finite conductivity and temperature corrections may be treated independently and multiplied for theory estimations above the 1% accuracy level. 23 c = c / ͱ is the velocity of light in the liquid between the plates, where we consider for simplicity constant the liquid dielectric function . Q P =2 / P , Q r =2 / r, ͑3͒Ϸ1.202 is the Riemman zeta function, and P is the finite plasmon wavelength ͑e.g., ϳ100 nm for Al͒. R Kel = ͑␥U m / RT͒ ϫ͓͉log͑P / P sat ͉͔͒ −1 is the Kelvin condensation length, P / P sat is the relative vapor pressure with P sat the saturation pressure, ␥ is the surface tension, and U m is the molar volume of the liquid. Indeed, capillary condensation is initiated for surface separation r ജ d 0 ͓Ϸ2R Kel cos͔. 24
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The calculation of the pull-in voltage from Eq. ͑1͒ requires knowledge of the roughness spectrum ͉͗h͑q͉͒ 2 ͘. Indeed, a wide variety of thin film surfaces during nonequilibrium growth develops the so-called self-affine roughness for which ͉͗h͑q͉͒ 2 ͘ scales as 27 ͉͗h͑q͉͒ 2 ͘ ϰ q −2-2H if q ӷ 1 and ͉͗h͑q͉͒ 2 ͘ ϰ const if q Ӷ 1. This scaling behavior is satisfied by the analytic model 28 valleys. 27 For other correlation models see also Refs. 27 and 29. The Fourier transform of ͉͗h͑0͉͒ 2 ͘ yields the correlation function g͑r͒ = ͓͗h͑r͒ − h͑0͔͒ 2 ͘. The latter scales as g͑r͒ ϰ r 2H for r Ӷ and yields ͉g͑r͒ / r 2 ͉ r→+ϱ → 0, if and only if H Ͻ 1, ensuring bounded roughness fluctuations ͑besides the restriction of a finite correlation length ͒. Equation ͑5͒ yields for the average local surface slope the analytic form 21
The latter shows that the average local slope is proportional to the rms amplitude ͑ ϳ w͒. The assumption of a Gaussian height distribution which yields the closed form ͐e −x ͱ 1+ 2 xdx for the area integral is not restrictive within the weak roughness approximation ͑ Ӷ 1͒. This is because the dominant term up to second order in yields ϳ1 + ͑ 2 /2͒ which can be obtained without any assumption about the height distribution.
In our calculations we have used R Kel = 1.6 nm, which is the value for water at T = 293 K with ␥U m / RT Ϸ 0.54 nm, ␥ =73 mJ/m 2 , and relative humidity P / P sat = 0.5. 16 Note that in order to have R Kel Ϸ p ͑Ϸ100 nm͒, the required relative humidity is P / P sat Ϸ 0.99, which is close to extreme humidity conditions for a microswitch to operate. Moreover, we used for the plasma wavelength the value p = 100 nm and for simplicity =1
In former studies we investigated the variation of the contact angle on a rough surface as a function of the long wavelength ratio w / and various roughness exponents H. 25 It was shown that for theoretical contact angles 0 lower than 90°, a weak maximum was observed for rather small roughness ratios w / ͑Ӷ1͒, while for larger ratios w / the contact angle on a rough surface was a decreasing function of this ratio. The influence of the ratio w / was more pronounced in the regime of theoretical contact angles 0 Ͻ 90°and with increasing roughness exponent H the position of the maximum was moved at larger values of the ratio w / . 25 Briefly, the contact angle on a rough surface appeared to have a relatively complex dependence on the roughness exponent H and the long wavelength ratio w / . 25 The latter clearly necessitates a careful examination of the contact angle influence on pull-in characteristics of microswitches. Figure 2 shows the direct dependence of the pull-in potential versus the roughness correlation length for various roughness amplitudes w and theoretical contact angles 0 . With decreasing long wavelength roughness ratio w / Ӷ 1 ͑corresponding to negligible roughness influence as it is represented by the saturation region in Fig. 2͒ , the pull-in voltage increases with increasing contact angle 0 or equivalently decreasing capillary contribution. However, with increasing ratio w / the pull-in voltage shows a sensitive decrement with decreasing correlation length ͑for typical values Ͻ 2 p ͒, which becomes more steep and pronounced with decreasing contact angle 0 .
Similarly to Fig. 2 , we plot in Fig. 3 the pull-in potentials for two different roughness exponents H and different contact angles 0 . With decreasing exponent H the pull-in potential shows a significant steep increase with increasing correlation length when the latter remains significantly small ͑Ͻ2 p ͒. This behavior persists even with relatively large contact angles 0 . This is because, with increasing surface roughness it also increases the local surface slope , and thus it decreases the actual contact angle , leading to larger capillary forces, and as a result to a lower pull-in potential due to the presence of the ϳcos 2 ͑͒ term in Eq. ͑1͒.
For sufficiently small correlation lengths, as it is shown FIG. 2. ͑Color online͒ Pull-in voltage ratio vs lateral roughness correlation length for plates with dimensions ⌳ =5d ͑with A f = ⌳ 2 ͒, d = 80 nm, H = 0.9, u = 0.5, =1, R Kel = 1.6 nm, p = 100 nm, 0 as indicated in each graph, and various roughness amplitudes w as indicated.
by the arrows in Figs. 2 and 3 , the roughness contribution was significant enough to give a negative difference in the square root of Eq. ͑1͒. The latter represents alternatively an instantaneous collapse of the switch beyond which any mechanical movement is fully disrupted by the capillary contribution. Moreover, as Fig. 4 shows with decreasing correlation length ͑or equivalently increasing surface roughness for fixed roughness amplitude w͒, the capillary term in Eq. ͑1͒, ͑8␥R Kel / V 0 2 ͒cos 2 ͑͒, shows a weak minimum and a steep increase with decreasing correlation length and roughness exponent H. This behavior of the capillary term explains the corresponding decrement of the pull-in voltage with decreasing correlation length and decreasing roughness exponent H in Figs. 2 and 3 .
Finally, as Fig. 5 indicates with increasing relative humidity P / P sat , the sensitivity of the pull-in voltage at small correlation lengths ͑ Ͻ 2 p ͒ attenuates significantly with increasing contact angle 0 . This is shown by the dashed line in the schematics of Fig. 4 for two different values of the relative humidity. This is because the capillary contribution in Eq. ͑1͒ is proportional to an increasing Kelvin condensation length R Kel with increasing relative humidity. As a result it leads to a larger capillary term and a lower influence of the terms that originate only from the contributions of electrostatic and Casimir forces.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The presence of capillary condensation between microswitch plates lowers the effective pull-in voltage derived by the application of an electric potential in a manner that depends significantly on the contact angle of the capillary meniscus. It was shown that surface roughening has stronger influence on the pull-in potential for relatively small contact angles, with respect to that of a flat surface, when capillary condensation takes place. Indeed, with decreasing long wavelength roughness ratio so that w / Ӷ 1 ͑corresponding to weak surface roughness͒, the pull-in voltage increases with increasing contact angle 0 . However, with increasing ratio w / , the pull-in voltage shows a sensitive increment with increasing correlation length , which becomes steeper with decreasing contact angle 0 Similarly with decreasing roughness exponent H, which corresponds to rougher surfaces at short length scales ͑Ͻ͒, the pull-in potential shows a significant steep increase with increasing correlation length as long as it remains sufficiently small. In addition, with increasing relative humidity, which leads to larger Kelvin condensation lengths, the sensitivity of the pull-in voltage at small correlation lengths attenuates also significantly with increasing contact angle 0 . Future studies will address in more accurate manner the influence of the liquid dielectric properties through the Casimir force. In addition, dynamic considerations will be implemented in calculating the influence of Casimir and capillary force effects to the pull-in velocity in order to shed light on their relative contribution in plate motion, since the inclusion of both forces has to be taken into account if the device operates in a wet environment.
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